
Base Assembly: 

1. Stand Base on edge. 

2. Insert bolt through hole in the bottom of base. 

3. Slide lock-washer over bolt. 

4. Align pole with the bolt and thread together. 

 

Model 310 Height Adjustment: 

1. Note:  Auto-clutch assembly built in for height ad-

justment. 

2. Loosen the clutch assembly by turning to the left. 

3. Set desired height. 

4. Turn clutch assembly to the right to tighten. 

 

Model 518 / 3518 Height Adjustment: 

1. Simply pull up or push down to desired height. 

PRECAUTIONS: 

1. Fire Risk:  The lens is a powerful magnifier that can magnify the sun’s rays.  Do not leave in direct sunlight. 

2. Use the lamp’s shade for positioning.  Do not adjust by twisting the lens. This could break the lens. 

3. The lamp will be warm to the touch while in use. 

a) Give it ventilation space while in use. 

b) Don’t cover the lampshade while in use or warm. 

c) With prolonged use, the heat from the bulb may produce an odor. This is normal. 

d) If uncomfortable with the warmth, try the LED bulb. (sold separately) 
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Two lightbulbs and one 5 inch diameter lens are packed in all cartons. LED bulbs are also available for purchase. 

Lens Assembly: 

 Note:  Take care not to scratch the lens. 

 Remove the lens from its carton. 

 Remove the bolt and wing-nut from the 

lens support tongue / connecter. 

 Line up the holes on the lens and support tongue. 

 Insert the bolt from the top and screw on the 

wingnut (Do not over-tighten). 

 

Lens Care: 

 Only use a lens cloth to clean the lens. 

 Do not use window cleaner. 

Instead, use warm soapy water if necessary. 

 The lens is replaceable but is not covered under 

warranty. 

Proper Use: 

 Position your lamp so that you are looking through the lens. 

 Adjust the lamp neck up or down as needed to bring the subject matter into 

sharp focus, then turn the lamp on. 

 Take care that the shade and light bulb are not touching fabric, paper, etc. 



All Big Eye products are warranted against manufacturing defects 

for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase. 

 Lenses and bulbs are not under warranty.  

 Warranty will be void if malfunction results from damage or unreasonable use. 
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Big Eye Products: 

Model: Description: 

010 Table Lamp with magnifier 

310 Floor Lamp with magnifier 

L-465 Power Booster Lens 

L-475 Super Booster Lens 

L-575 Replacement Lens 

PL-40 Replacement Bulb 

M14 Free standing magnifier 

1418 Deluxe two (2) arm Table Lamp 

518 Deluxe Floor Lamp 

3518 Deluxe two (2) arm Floor Lamp 

LBigEye Rolling Base  4 Wheel Caster Rolling Base 

LampBulbLED4k 4000 Kelvin LED Bulb for BigEye Lamp  ( 1 year warranty ) 

LampBulbLED3k 3000 Kelvin LED Bulb for BigEye Lamp   ( 1 year warranty ) 

To Return Lamp for Service: 

 Call for repair information: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Prior to any returns, you must contact us.   888-642-0842 

 Remove and do not return the lens, lens hardware, and lightbulb from the lamp, 

or the base and hardware from floor models. 

 Enclose a short note with the following information: 

  Your Name. 

 Your Complete Address. 

 Your Telephone Number. 

 A brief description of the problem. 

BigEye Lamp, Inc 

A Division of Mattingly Low Vision, Inc 

135 Rio West Drive, Bldg B 

El Paso, TX   79932 

www.mattinglylowvision.com 

888.642.0842 


